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INTRODUCTION
Funded by the Economic and Social Research Council
and carried out during 2010-2011 “The Regulatory
Dance” is the largest study to date of the strip and lap
dancing industry in the UK night time economy. It is
the key study illustrating dancers’ experiences and
working conditions. This briefing reports on findings
from the study.
It also draws on information gathered during further
consultation with local authority licensing officials,
club owners/managers and dancers in the first phase
of new project “Sexual Entertainment Venues:
Regulating Working Conditions”, which is
disseminating and making use of the findings. This
follow on project is an Economic and Social Research
Council project being carried out during November
2011 until the end of October 2012.








METHODS
The research involved;







An interviewer-administered survey
conducted with 197 dancers regarding their
experiences across 45 towns and cities in the
UK and 16 other locations worldwide.
Interviews with 35 dancers and 20 other
people involved in the industry (including bar
staff, security, ‘house mums’, managers and
owners) and 15 regulators (including licensing
and enforcement officers, health and safety
inspectors and the police).
Observational methods: 20 clubs were visited
A photographic visual methods element.

Age: 60% were aged between 22 and 29. The
age range spanned from 18-53 years.
Age started dancing: 74% started dancing
when they were under 25 years old.
Relationship status: Half of the dancers were
single (45.5%), but the other half were in
some form of relationship with someone with
whom lived (21.4%) or did not live (20.2%).
Only 9.5 % of the dancers were married.
Mothers: Only 13.5% of dancers surveyed had
children. No dancer had more than two
children.
Nationality: British nationals constituted over
half the dancers surveyed (60.5%); EU
nationals, 28.6% (largest group being
Romanians); 9.6% non-EU nationals (mainly
Brazilian).
Education: All of the dancers had some
education and had finished school with some
qualifications. 73% had completed at least
Further Education, while 23% had completed
an undergraduate degree. One third of
dancers were currently students.
Of these 60% were in full time education; 25%
in part time education and the remainder
taking evening classes.
Other work: A minority (40.2%) were solely
dancing. All others were in education (14.2%),
another form of work (32.6%) or both other
forms of work and education (10.6%).
Patterns of Working






Length of time working: 70.9% had been
working for less than 5 years.
Number of clubs: Respondents had danced in
between 1 and 35 clubs. Most women had
worked in only 1-2 clubs. Women that had
danced in more than ten clubs tended to have
worked for agencies.
Shifts: Most dancers worked between 3 and 5
shifts a week (62.6%). A small minority, 12.9%
worked 6 or more shifts per week and
migrants were likely to work more shifts.
Over 90.5% stated that they felt able to
choose their shifts. Shifts can be 10-12 hours
long.
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Earnings: Women generally reported earnings
going down from the first club they worked in
to the current club at the time of the survey.
Earnings ranged from £0-£800 per shift. The
average earnings per shift in the first club that
women worked in was £284 while the average
that women currently reported was £243.

Reasons for Dancing
The reasons that dancers gave for leaving jobs prior to
dancing varied widely. The largest proportion (21.4%)
stated that they simply wanted to become a dancer. A
further 16.1% said that they were seeking better pay
than their previous position. Escaping boring or
stressful work also featured highly. Dancers mainly
found work in their first club through friends (41.1%)
or the Internet.
The vast majority of dancers had made a decision to
do dancing/stripping as a flexible, relatively high
earning (although unpredictable), cash-in-hand form
of work. Dancing was a popular employment option
for some women who were working in low paid,
unskilled jobs, but were motivated by the opportunity
for future mobility.
Advantages and Disadvantages of Dancing
Dancers identified a number of advantages and
attractions. Key amongst these were, ‘flexibility’ and
independence , instant remuneration, earning more
than in other roles, keeping fit, and an opportunity to
combine fun and work. This resulted in a steady flow
of labour supply. However some of these exact
characteristics could be disadvantages as dancing
remained precarious in terms of a stable income, high
overheads, no employee protection, and a
competitive environment. Coupled with fewer
customers and expenditure during the recession,
dancing proved to be a difficult job without
guaranteed income. There were also disadvantages
for some dancers of keeping the job secret and
rude/abusive clients were a problem.

Dancers generally reported high levels of job
satisfaction. Almost three quarters (74.1%) stated
their job satisfaction as between 7 and 10 out of 10.
No dancers said that their job satisfaction was 0-2.
However, they faced a number of problems in the
work place, relating to customer behaviour; insecure
work; and financial exploitation.
Customer Behaviour and Safety







Sense of Safety: Most women (80%) said they felt
safe at work and supported by managers when
there was a dispute with a customer, but there
were significant differences between clubs.
Harassment: Yet 51.9% of dancers reported
having received harassment ‘lots of times’ or a ‘a
few times’, nearly half reported frequent verbal
harassment and unwanted touching from
customers. This was reported more widely in
clubs with private dancing than those with only
stage shows.
Security: The quality of security in clubs was very
important to dancers
Booths: many dancers felt that the way in which
private booths were set up also made them
vulnerable and also allowed standards to be
lowered by dancers offering more than is allowed
in the dances.

Financial Exploitation: Fees, Fines and Commission
House Fees: dancers had to pay, house fees ranging
from £0-£200, though the average was around £20-30
in the North and around £80 in the South.
“In the clubs the house fees are so enormous it puts
you in such a stressful position to start up with; it’s not
a good attitude to go and start working from”.
Commission: In addition to fees, dancers paid
commission. This ranged from 0-66%, though it was
usually 30% for each dance.


No evidence or anecdotes of forced labour or
trafficking of women was found. However, some
migrant workers reported high fees for agencies and
accommodation. Although ‘extra services’ were
reported anecdotally by dancers, there was no
evidence of lap dancing having connections to
organised prostitution.

Fines: Dancers were also fined frequently
(often arbitrarily). 61% had been fined at
some point in their dancing career, 42% in
their current work place. The highest
reported fine was £100 for a missed shift. The
most common were for chewing gum, using
mobile phone on the floor, incorrect clothing
and lateness.
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Tipping: 50% reported working in clubs where
there was an internal tipping system to DJs,
waitresses, bar staff and house mums, which
in effect acted as an additional fee.
Making no money: due to high overheads
(house fees, commission, fines, tips, travel to
work): 70% reported leaving a shift without
making any money.

Insecure Employment and Tenuous Position as
Independent Contractors


Self employed: dancers are defined as self
employed. They had no contract with, or
obligation to, the club.



Flexibility: this flexibility is one of the key
attractions to the industry.



House rules and codes of conduct: yet there were
strict, often arbitrary, house rules and codes of
conduct which dancers had to sign up to which
transferred power to managers, giving them
strong disciplinary powers over the dancers.
Dancers were concerned that the operation of
fines could be linked to favouritism and bullying.
Some clubs have strict rules like no hot food.



Confusion About Status of Contracts and Rights:
dancers were unclear whether Codes of Conducts
constituted contracts and what rights and
obligations these entailed. The gap between
dancers official and actual statuses as selfemployed was raised by dancers:
“Management come and they say, "do this, do
that", but we're self-employed, so they shouldn't
be able to. Also, what we wear. We should be
allowed to wear what we want, we're selfemployed”.







Lack of Information About Council Rules: many of
the women felt that they didn’t have access to
knowledge about what the council imposed rules
were and which had been instituted by the club.
Lack of negotiating power and fear of dismissal:
many dancers felt unable to complain about
conditions and negotiate conditions for fear of
instant “dismissal”. Dancers tended to move to
other clubs if they were unhappy.
Insurance: few dancers had work-related
insurance. Some vaguely knew that they needed it

as self employed contractors, but others had
never thought about it and no-one had ever
spoken to them about it.


National Insurance: 56.7% (n=59) reported paying
National Insurance and 56.9% (n=62) reported
paying tax at some point during their dancing
careers.



Dancers on Shift: dancers were critical of clubs
who had too many dancers on a shift so with a
higher dancer to customer ratio it was more
difficult to make money. Fees, commission and
fines were seen by some as making an unfair and
disproportionate contribution to club running
costs and in some cases keeping struggling clubs
open.



Dancers’ relationships and perceptions of owners
and manager were varied: distinctions were made
between reasonable and unreasonable managers,
reasonable managers were seen as fair and
considerate of dancers’ welfare and others were
seen as more self interested, concerned only with
profit.

Dancers’ status as ‘self employed’ workers resulted in
exploitation as they had no rights or recognition in the
workplace. The continuous supply of dancers, rather
than the demand for erotic dance, accounted for the
expansion of the industry.
Improving Conditions and Security/Safety
Dancers themselves suggested a number of measures
to improve conditions and welfare including;





Limit number of dancers per shift
Minimum payment stipulations
Better physical environments (heating,
changing rooms, cooking facilities)
Either commission OR house fee (not both)

To improve safety dancers identified as important;







More quality door staff
Proactive door staff who patrolled the floor
and supervised booths
Other staff looking out for the safety of
dancers and the employment of “House
mums”
Panic alarms in booths
More CCTV
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Clear display of rules for customers and
reinforcement of these
Dancers had a range of personal safety tips
learnt through experience which they felt
would benefit new dancers

Lap dancing clubs and strip pubs are workplaces, but
regulatory assessments, criteria and licensing process
did not examine the industry from this perspective. As
a result, dancers are open to financial exploitation,
disciplinary measures and few employment rights.







KEY FINDINGS: LICENSING
New Sexual Entertainment Law
The research took place at a pivotal time in which all
Local Authorities were re-writing their policy on
licensing lap dancing as a result of changes introduced
under the Policing and Crime Act, 2010. A new
classification of Sexual Entertainment Venue (SEV) has
been introduced, aligning lap dancing clubs with the
same licensing process as sex shops and cinemas.
Further changes essentially give Local Authorities
greater powers to control the number of clubs, by
using quotas or introducing ‘nil policies’ which aim to
remove existing clubs or prohibit new licenses. New
powers also mean that Licensing Committees have the
ability to impose certain conditions on licenses to
dictate how they operate.
Change in Licensing. There was a strong feeling that
the legal changes introduced under SEV licensing
would not help the industry be safer or a good place
to work: there was overall concern amongst dancers
that their welfare and working conditions were not
being taken seriously by the new legislation relating to
licensing but rather assumptions were being made
about exploitation and the community’s views were
favoured against dancers.
“Councils and any other people who are going
to pass legislation need to understand that we
do need things to change….but what they’re
doing at the minute is changing it for the
worse, because it’s just going to push it
underground, because there are more illegal
clubs opening where they’re run by people
that we don’t want them to be run by.”
In terms of the new law licensing practitioners
generally considered that:

The new laws would be more restrictive for
the industry, and there is likely to be
considerable variation according to local
council policy.
As there was market demand for the sale of
lapdancing, where restrictive policies were
implemented by councils, there may be illegal
and unregulated venues which start to
operate. There was concern that these venues
would lack the necessary safeguards.
There was concern that customers may
migrate to areas where more clubs were
operating. This may have a negative impact on
the night-time economy.

Licensing Practitioners Concerns and Bad Practice
The main concerns regulators had with clubs were;
incomplete staff registers, sub-standard operation of
CCTV, complaints related to the issue of bills not being
paid by customers, the practice of the door staff
(being too aggressive or too ‘friendly’ with the
dancers), incidents of problematic noise-levels, sexual
services are being sold on the premises, exploitation
of the dancers, drug use on the premises, external
signage and advertising being too explicit and vehicles
being driven in the city-centre which advertise the
club and drive customers from the streets to the club.
Bad practice was not found to be common, but was
associated with certain venues. Examples of this were
issues such as; resistance to resolving issues, allowing
touching in the clubs, noise, poor risk management,
health and safety, slips and trips on the dance floor,
poor backstage areas and poor practice associated
with welfare of dancers and club staff.
Dancer Welfare, Safety and Licensing
The research found;



That working conditions and welfare of
dancer facilities differed across clubs and
larger clubs were not necessarily better.
Risks to dancers safety and health were seen
as; assaults (which were noted as occurring
but infrequently), harassment in the booth
areas of the clubs, safety in getting home after
shifts, and the risk of slipping and tripping on
the dance floor and pole safety,
frequency of breaks and club temperature.
The role and conduct of the doorstaff in
response to assaults was seen as very
important.
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The priority for enforcers tended to be related
to compliance with license conditions, which
did not include scope for scrutiny of dancer
safety except where serious incidents of crime
and disorder occurred.
That within licensing there was little
consideration of the welfare or working
conditions of the dancers: e.g. no regulatory
checks were done in terms of the facilities for
workers. Dancers’ safety and wellbeing were
not considered in the routine scrutiny process
by licensing officials, as it was not related to
licensing issues.
Some practitioners did think standards for
dancers could be improved. Suggestions
included; safe and secure changing areas,
washing facilities, lockers for valuables,
somewhere to rest between dances, facilities
for making food and drinks.
Some practitioners felt more rigorous
inspection processes would perhaps improve
standards, (more covert ops and CCTV
surveillance) but also noted this would require
more public resources and is not considered a
priority.
A code of practice document with specific
enforcement guidance indicating good
practice rather than being another
burdensome regulatory framework was seen
as potentially helpful.
A split in enforcement responsibilities, which
leaves dancers general safety and well-being
potentially falling into the area which belongs
to no particular agency.
Priority for enforcers tended to be related to
compliance with license conditions which did
not include scrutiny of dancer safety except
where serious incidents of crime and disorder
occurred.

We hope the dissemination of research findings can
provide practical information about dancer working
conditions and raise awareness amongst Local
Authorities of the issues dancers raised regarding
their experiences in this workplace.
The consultation phase of the dissemination project
found that a number of Local Authority Licensing
Committees have now begun to consider dancer
welfare, some have added licensing conditions
specifically. This follow on consultation has identified

a number of ways licensing could support dancer
safety. These include:


Requiring clubs to clearly display council rules
in a number of places in the club: toilets,
changing rooms etc.



Requiring license holders to provide a range
of information to dancers on their
engagement including information about;
house rules, insurance.



Requiring clubs to provide access to adequate
changing and kitchen facilities.



Setting limits on the number of dancers
related to the capacity of clubs.



Tighter regulation on the location and design
of private booths to achieve a balance
between privacy and security. Requiring clubs
to fit panic buttons in booths.



Requiring owners to submit their codes of
conduct, policies on house fees, commission
and fining. Requiring receipts to be provided
for fines, fees and commission.

Examples of Good Practice
Here are some good practice examples from Local
Authorities we have already worked with:
Leeds City Council: require license holders to provide
a welfare pack to new dancers and in the changing
rooms. This pack must include: a copy of the Sex
Establishment License, including the conditions
applied by the Licensing Committee, details of any
other conditions applied by management of the
premises, details of how to report crime to the
relevant authority, details of insurance (public
liability/personal), details of unions, trade
organisations or other bodies that represent the
interests of dancers/entertainers, a copy of the code
of practice for entertainers, a copy of the code of
conduct for customers, fining policy and pricing policy.
Blackpool Council: has set a maximum on the number
of dancers employed on any one night, this is
calculated on no more than 10% of the total club
occupancy. One of the criteria for assessing the
suitability of applicants is that they will have policies
for the welfare of dancers (including a policy to ensure
dancer safety when leaving clubs), details of these
must be provided. Another criteria is that license
holders can be “relied upon to act in the interests of
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the performers e.g. how they are renumerated, the
facilities provided and how and by whom their
physical and psychological well being is protected”.
Secure private changing facilities, a means to secure
personal property, a smoking area separate to
customers must be provided for dancers. Clubs are
required to display all charges and fees for dancers in
changing rooms. Details of arrangements for dancers’
breaks and stewarding and dance supervisors must be
provided. They must list procedures for ensuring
under 18’s do not work at the premises. In relation to
fines Blackpool SEV’s policy requires a club’s codes of
conduct not only details any disciplinary procedures
but should include a system to ensure that performers
who are sick or have a domestic emergency “are not
made subject to unfair punitive financial penalties”.
Manchester City Council: Manchester includes criteria
for assessing suitability linked to performer welfare
concerns and also requires a written policy to ensure
the safety of performers leaving the club. All private
booths must be fitted with panic buttons or a security
alarm, booths cannot be fully enclosed and a
minimum of one security staff has to be present on
any floor where a performance is taking part. Secure
and private changing must be provided and a separate
smoking area for dancers. There are detailed
requirements for CCTV systems and a trained CCTV
operator is required.



What More are We Doing to Make the Research
Useful?


Producing a series of bespoke briefing papers.



Consulting with licensing officials in a number
of areas to identify feasible ways licensing
processes can play a role in improving dancer
safety, welfare and working conditions.



Delivering seminars and presentations for
licensing practitioners, policy makers, business
owners/managers and labour organisations.



Developing and delivering an employment
rights and tax awareness educational
programme for dancers, in partnership with
HM Revenue and Customs



Developing a website and smart phone
application for dancers: this will provide
bespoke information about self employment,
paying tax and safety based on consultation
with dancers



Producing safety information and guidance
for dancers in partnership with West Yorkshire
Police Community Safety Team and a number
supportive police forces and partner agencies



Carrying out a systematic review of
International Policy Evidence on Licensing of
Sexual Entertainment

KEY FINDINGS: MANAGERS/OWNERS








Most managers/owners reported substantial
drops in income and profits in recent years,
up to 50% in some instances. Some reported
that the number of customers had remained
steady, but that they had less money to
spend.
The number of women seeking employment
in lap dancing or employed as dancers was
perceived as having increased significantly.
Managers/owners often linked this with
increasing social acceptability of lap dancing.
Files are kept on the dancers, with details
stored including things like National Insurance
Numbers, home address, contact numbers,
photographs.
There were ‘codes of conduct’ documents or
‘house rules’ (signed by dancers) which
seemed to function as a working contract, as
they were seen to be binding. However,
managers understood that no contract was in
place due to the dancers being ‘selfemployed’.

Anecdotes of disorder tended to relate to
customers trying to touch the dancers or
behaving inappropriately towards them,
trying to avoid payment, or breaching
standard club etiquette after consuming a lot
of alcohol.

Further Information:
A summary video and a visual findings leaflet from
“The Regulatory Dance” study are available here:
http://www.sociology.leeds.ac.uk/research/projects/r
egulatory-dance.php
For more information contact: Dr Teela Sanders
t.l.m.sanders@leeds.ac.uk or Rosie Campbell:
r.campbell@leeds.ac.uk
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